B 型 (乙型) 肝炎：
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Hepatitis B:

What Do Immigrants Need To Know?
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Introduction
Hepatitis B is an infection of the liver and is
caused by the hepatitis B virus.
The virus can spread very easily (more easily
than the AIDS virus).
After the virus enters the bloodstream, it can
cause serious liver diseases such as chronic
hepatitis (liver inflammation), cirrhosis, and
liver cancer.
Immigrants are far more likely to carry
the hepatitis B virus in their blood than
people who were born in Canada or the
United States.

What is hepatitis B?
Hepatitis B is a serious disease of the
liver. People who are infected with the
hepatitis B virus often experience no
symptoms and do not know that they
have been exposed to the virus.
Many people who get hepatitis B
recover and become immune to the
disease. They will never contract it
again and cannot pass the disease to
other people.
However, some people who get
hepatitis B never recover and become hepatitis carriers. They can pass the
disease to their family members and sexual partners.
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What are the symptoms of hepatitis B infection?
Many people have no
symptoms when they are
exposed to hepatitis B.
The most common
symptoms of hepatitis B
infection are:
•

Fever

•

Tiredness

•

Loss of appetite

•

Nausea and vomiting

ؼᓅࡉณᅪ᧢႓!

•

Abdomen discomfort

ۥऱۥࡉݟऱᜈঁ!

•

Yellowish skin and eyes

•

Dark urine and light stools
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Which countries have high rates of
hepatitis B infection?
Asian countries have high rates of hepatitis B infection. About 10% of Asian
immigrants to North America are hepatitis B carriers, compared to less than
1% of people who were born in Canada or the United States.
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Hepatitis B worldwide
Less than 1% of people who were born
in Canada or the United States are
hepatitis B carriers.

About 10% of Asian immigrants to
North America are hepatitis B carriers.

Less than 1% of people who were born
in Canada or the United States are
hepatitis B carriers.

Most countries in Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and the former
Soviet Union also have high rates of hepatitis B infection.
Nobody knows why hepatitis B is more common in some countries than
others. However, once the disease is established in a country, it is easily
spread from one generation to the next.
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How is hepatitis B spread?
Hepatitis B is transmitted by contact with an infected person’s blood or
other body fluids.
Exposure to hepatitis B can occur when:
•

A woman who is a hepatitis B carrier
infects her baby during childbirth

•

A person who is a hepatitis B
carrier engages in unprotected
sexual intercourse

•

A person who is a hepatitis B carrier
shares razors, toothbrushes, or nail
clippers with another person

•

A person who is a hepatitis B
carrier shares acupuncture, ear
piercing, or tattooing needles
with another person
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Hepatitis B is not transmitted through the
air, food, or water. People cannot get hepatitis B
when they:
•

Hold or shake hands with a
hepatitis B carrier

•

Stand close to a hepatitis B carrier when
he/she sneezes or coughs

•

Share forks, chopsticks, and other eating
utensils with a hepatitis B carrier

•

Eat food that has been prepared by a
hepatitis B carrier
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How can people find out if they have been infected
with hepatitis B?
A simple blood test can show whether people have been infected with
hepatitis B.
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The hepatitis B blood test:
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•

Can be done at any doctor’s office or clinic

x

Ꮑॺൄ֟ၦऱۨ!

•

Just takes a couple of minutes

x

լᏁٚ۶ᄷໂ!

•

Only requires a very small amount of blood

x
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•

Does not require any preparation

•

Usually only needs to be done once

ຏൄࠟڇԿଡਣཚ৵༉אױवሐ C ীߗङྒྷ᧭࣠Ζ!
Hepatitis B test results are normally available in a couple
of weeks.
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There are three types of hepatitis B blood test results
Not infected with hepatitis B
–

!
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Immune to the hepatitis B virus
–
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The person has never been exposed to
hepatitis B. He/she should talk to his/her
doctor about getting vaccinated against
the virus.

The person has been infected with the
hepatitis B virus in the past and has
fully recovered. He/she cannot infect
another person and does not need to
be vaccinated.

Hepatitis B carrier
–

The person has been infected with
the hepatitis B virus and has not fully
recovered. He/she carries the virus that
causes hepatitis B disease in his/her
blood. The person is far more likely to
experience liver damage, cirrhosis, and
liver cancer than people who are not
hepatitis B carriers.

–

A hepatitis B carrier may look and feel
healthy. However, he/she should take
precautions to avoid infecting his/her
family and other people. It is important
for family members of carriers to
get tested and vaccinated against
hepatitis B.

–

Hepatitis B carriers should get regular
check-ups, blood tests, and X-rays so liver damage can be detected
early. Additionally, doctors may recommend medicines to prevent
liver damage.
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Hepatitis B vaccination
People can be vaccinated against hepatitis B. The hepatitis B vaccine has
been used in North America for over 20 years and is very safe.
If the hepatitis B blood test shows no previous exposure to the hepatitis B
virus, the person should talk to his/her doctor about getting the
hepatitis B vaccine.
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Hepatitis B vaccination is especially important for the family members of
carriers as well as people with multiple sexual partners.

્ࣹ୴ਢڇքଡִփؚԿಾΖรԲಾਢڇรԫಾݙؚԫଡִ৵ؚΔ
รԿಾਢڇรԫಾݙؚքଡִ৵ؚΖ!

Vaccination involves a series of three shots over a six-month period.
The second shot is given one month after the first shot, and the third shot is
given six months after the first shot.
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Ϙݺ۰קڇભΔࢬڶאტ C ীߗङऱٲᙠΖϙ!
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ਢࠝࢨࠝ᚛ڇ࿙ழཚ࠹ტΖᅝהଚࠐקભழΔৰڍբਢ C ী
ߗङပृΖ!

Ϙݺൕࠐ ڶC ীߗङऱणΖϙ!
ՕપԿ։հԲტ C ীߗङऱԳڶٚ۶णΖՕຝ։ऱ C ী
ߗङပृದࠐࡉტᤚದࠐਢൈऱΔՈլवሐהଚऱۨ
ᇙڶఐΖ᧭ྒྷۨڶ౨᧩قਬԳਢլਢ C ীߗङပ
ृΖवሐ۞աਢլਢပृຍរৰૹΔڂຍᑌԳଚթ౨অ
ᥨהଚऱ୮ԳΖ!
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ᖑڶൈऱسክਢৰૹΖ܀ਢΔ،ࠀլ౨অᥨԳଚ࣍܍
࠹ࠩ C ীߗङტΖ C ীߗङۨྒྷ᧭սྥৰૹΖᖕྒྷ
᧭࣠ΔԳଚࢨ៶אױထࣹ୴્ࠐቃ C ীߗङტΖ!

Ϙݺऱ᠔سൕࠐݺ္ܫڶΔݺᏁ C ীߗङᛀΖϙ!
᠔ڶسৰڍఐԳΔྤऄಖࡉޢԫۯฝاᓫڶᣂ C ীߗङᛀ
ऱࠃΖ࣠ڕԫۯ᠔سլवሐਬԳਢൕ C ীߗङტऱഏ
୮ฝࠐاऱΔה0ױڔ౨༉լᄎუࠩᛀΖฝاᚨᇠપଡ
ழၴװ᠔ࠀسᇬംڶᣂ C ীߗङᛀऱࠃΖ!

Ϙࢢݺ᠔سᄎݺ္ܫΔᎅݺਢԫଡ C ীߗङပृΖϙ!
ᨃ C ীߗङပृ။ڰवሐהଚऱۨᇙڶఐਢৰૹ
ऱΖהଚؘႊආ࠷ቃൻਜࠐঅᥨהଚऱ୮ԳΖٵழΔပृ
Ꮑࡳཚᨃ᠔سᛀΔࠄڶပृࢨشࣚאױᢐढࠐቃߗ
ჾ႞Ζ!
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Why have many immigrants not been tested for
hepatitis B?
There are many reasons immigrants give for not getting tested for
hepatitis B. Here are just a few:
“I am not at risk of hepatitis B because I live in North America.”
Hepatitis B is less common in Canada and the United States than in
regions such as Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and the
former Soviet Union. However, most immigrants with hepatitis B were
infected as infants or children. Many immigrants are hepatitis B carriers
when they come to North America.
“I have never had any symptoms of hepatitis B.”
About two-thirds of people who are infected with hepatitis B do not
have any symptoms. Most hepatitis B carriers look and feel healthy, and
don’t know they are carrying the virus in their blood. Only a blood test
can tell if someone is a hepatitis B carrier. It is important for people to
know if they are carriers so they can protect their families.
“I exercise regularly, eat healthy food, and do not drink alcohol.”
It is important to lead a healthy lifestyle. However, these things do not
protect people from hepatitis B infection. It is still important to get a
hepatitis B blood test. Depending on the results, people may benefit
from a vaccine to prevent hepatitis B infection.
“My doctor has never told me that I should get tested for hepatitis B.”
Doctors have many patients and can’t remember to talk to every
immigrant about being tested for hepatitis B. If a doctor does not know
someone is an immigrant from a country with high rates of hepatitis B
infection, he/she may not think about it. Immigrants should make an
appointment to see their doctor and ask about hepatitis B testing.
“I am afraid the doctor will tell me that I am a hepatitis B carrier.”
It is important for hepatitis B carriers to know they carry the hepatitis B
virus in their blood as soon as possible. They need to take precautions
to protect their family. Also, carriers need to be checked regularly by
a doctor, and some carriers may benefit from medicine to prevent
liver damage.
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ݺڕ۶ࡉݺऱ᠔سᓫ C ীߗङᛀऱࠃΛ!
္ܫ൞ऱ᠔سΔ൞່२ڇԫଡ FTM ᓰ࿓խᛧڶᣂ C ীߗङऱᇷறΖ!
္ܫ൞ऱ᠔سΔᇷறխᎅط൞ऱഏ୮ࠐऱฝا C ীߗङऱଅᙠ!
ৰΖ!

How do I talk to my doctor about being tested for
hepatitis B?
Tell your doctor that you recently received information about hepatitis B in
an ESL class.

္ܫ൞ऱ᠔سΔ൞ᦫᎅመ C ীߗङᛀࡉ્Ζ!
ലຍء՛ם൞ऱ᠔سΖ!

ݺڕ۶ࡉݺऱ᠔سᓫ C ীߗङᛀऱࠃΛ!
္ܫ൞ऱ᠔سΔ൞່२ڇԫଡ FTM ᓰ࿓խᛧڶᣂ C ীߗङऱᇷறΖ!
္ܫ൞ऱ᠔سΔᇷறխᎅط൞ऱഏ୮ࠐऱฝا C ীߗङऱଅᙠ!
ৰΖ!

Tell your doctor that the information said that immigrants from your country
are at high risk of hepatitis B.

္ܫ൞ऱ᠔سΔ൞ᦫᎅመ C ীߗङᛀࡉ્Ζ!

Tell your doctor that you heard about the hepatitis B test and vaccine.

ലຍء՛ם൞ऱ᠔سΖ!
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Show your doctor this pamphlet.
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ࠅطΕॺΕխࣟΕࣟᑛࡉছᤕᜤՕຝٝഏ୮ࠐऱฝاΔტ C
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ֱऄΖ!
אױ્ڶቃტ C ীߗङΖ!
वሐ൞ऱ C ীߗङणउאױೈװ൞լؘऱᖜᐡΔঅᥨ൞ऱ୮Գ֗৵
זऱൈΖ!
࣠ڕ൞ᝫڶመ C ীߗङᛀΔપଡழၴװ൞ऱ᠔سΔലຍء
՛םה0ڔΔࠀהࡉ0ڔᓫᓫ C ীߗङᛀΖ!

Remember…
Immigrants from most countries in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and the
former Soviet Union are at high risk of hepatitis B infection.
Hepatitis B testing is the only way to find out if a person has been exposed to the
hepatitis B virus.
There is a vaccine that can prevent hepatitis B infection.
Knowing your hepatitis B status can save you unnecessary worry, protect your family, and
help future generations.
If you have not been tested for hepatitis B, make an appointment to see your doctor, show
him/her this pamphlet, and talk to him/her about hepatitis B testing.
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